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Abstract: Weak feature extraction is of great importance for condition monitoring and intelligent diagnosis of aero-

engine. Aimed at achieving intelligent diagnosis of aero-engine main shaft bearing，an enhanced sparsity-assisted
intelligent condition monitoring method is proposed in this paper. Through analyzing the weakness of convex sparse
model，i.e. the tradeoff between noise reduction and feature reconstruction，this paper proposes an enhanced-sparsity
nonconvex regularized convex model based on Moreau envelope to achieve weak feature extraction. Accordingly，a
sparsity-assisted deep convolutional variational autoencoders network is proposed，which achieves the intelligent
identification of fault state through training denoised normal data. Finally，the effectiveness of the proposed method is
verified through aero-engine bearing run-to-failure experiment. The comparison results show that the proposed method
is good at abnormal pattern recognition，showing a good potential for weak fault intelligent diagnosis of aero-engine
main shaft bearings.
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0 Introduction

Bearing condition monitoring is one of the most
important parts in engine health management
（EHM），which is a typical symbol of advanced air⁃
craft engines. However，the fault diagnosis of aero-

engine main shaft bearing is very difficult because of
the complex engine structure and serious interfer⁃
ence. The classical bearing condition monitoring
methods mainly use specific indicators to identify
the fault state，whose threshold value is set accord⁃
ing to the manual experience. While the intelligent
diagnosis method learns an effective intelligent mon⁃
itoring model through incorporating intelligent algo⁃
rithms and signal priors into the procedure of train⁃
ing samples［1-3］. Since aero-engines have high re⁃

quirements for service safety，the failure state is a
small probability event compared with the health
state，and it is very difficult to capture effective fail⁃
ure data. Therefore，the key of intelligent diagnosis
for aero-engine main shaft bearing is to train a model
based on health state data and realize the intelligent
identification of fault state.

High quality and low noise training samples are
very important to improve the abnormal monitoring
performance of intelligent methods. Filtering and
sparsity-assisted fault diagnosis（SAFD） methods
are two classical and advanced techniques for signal
noise reduction and feature extraction. Filtering
methods，such as wavelets［4］，empirical mode de⁃
composition（EMD）［5］ and spectral kurtosis［6］，usu⁃
ally convert original signal from time domain to a
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specific transform domain based on physical priors.
Such methods use the different coefficient distribu⁃
tion in the transform domain of noise and fault fea⁃
ture to achieve noise reduction and fault feature ex⁃
traction. The SAFD method［7-9］ is to incorporate
such priors into regularization terms to construct a
sparse model，and obtain the optimum solution of
constructed model based on convex optimization the⁃
ory to achieve the goal of reducing noise and extract⁃
ing features. Compared with the traditional method，
the SAFD method takes fully use of the physical pri⁃
ors in the framework of convex optimization，thus
showing a better denoising performance. The classi⁃
cal sparsity-assisted diagnosis model generally con⁃
structs a convex model based on a convex sparse
penalty［10］，such as L1 norm penalty，which sup⁃
presses the amplitude of the estimated signal［11］.
Therefore，both the traditional filtering-like feature
extraction method and the classical SAFD method
will suppress the denoised signal’s amplitude，i. e.
without balancing the performance of noise reduc⁃
tion and feature reconstruction. Constructing a
sparse model with less signal underestimation is a
key to improve the performance of weak feature ex⁃
traction and intelligent condition monitoring.

Due to the measured signal of aero-engine bear⁃
ing is seriously corrupted by strong noise，an en⁃
hanced sparsity-assisted intelligent condition moni⁃
toring method is proposed in this paper to realize
weak feature extraction and intelligent identification
of bearing fault state. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows. The basic idea of SAFD meth⁃
od is briefly introduced in Section 1. Section 2 de⁃
scribes in detail the intelligent monitoring method
based on sparsity-assisted deep convolution varia⁃
tional autoencoders network. Then， the proposed
method is verified through aero-engine bearing run-

to-failure experiment in Section 3. Finally，conclu⁃
sions are drawn in Section 4.

1 Sparsity⁃Assisted Fault Diagno⁃

sis Model

In order to obtain high quality and low noise
training samples to support intelligent identification

of fault abnormal state， the SAFD strategy for
noise reduction and feature enhancement is firstly
studied. The core idea of the SAFD method is to
represent the fault feature signal with specific trans⁃
formation or redundant dictionary based on signal
sparse prior，and reconstruct the characteristic sig⁃
nal to realize the extraction and recognition of fault
features. The classical sparsity-assisted fault diagno⁃
sis convex model，i. e. basis pursuit denoising prob⁃
lem，is shown as

F ( x )= min
x

1
2  y- Dx

2

2
+ λ x 1

(1)

where y is the measured noisy signal，D the sparse
representation dictionary，x the sparse coefficient，λ
the regularization parameter，and  ⋅ 1

the convex

penalty constructed with L1 norm function.
Eq.（1）is the synthesis model of the basis pur⁃

suit de⁃noising（BPDN）problem，while its analysis
model［12⁃13］ is shown as

F ( x )= min
x

1
2  y- x

2

2
+ λ Ax

1
(2)

where A denotes the sparse transform.
The traditional SAFD method cannot take into

account the two important properties of signal pro⁃
cessing，namely noise reduction and signal recon⁃
struction. Taking the BPDN problem （shown in
Eq.（1） and Eq.（2）） as an example，parameter λ
balances the data fidelity and sparse regularization
term. The larger λ is，the less the sparse coefficient
is and the less the noise component is，which means
the better noise reduction performance. But at the
same time，the more suppressed the amplitude of x
is，the smaller the energy of reconstructed feature
signal is，which means worse reconstruction perfor⁃
mance.

In order to overcome this problem， an en⁃
hanced sparsity-assisted fault diagnosis model is pro⁃
posed， namely nonconvex regularized convex
sparse model. This model makes fully use of the
good amplitude-preserving performance of noncon⁃
vex penalties and the advantage of convex model，
i. e. easy to be solved，thus combining the perfor⁃
mance of noise reduction and feature reconstruction.

The relationship among L0 norm，L1 norm
and minimax concave（MC） penalty is shown in
Fig.1. L0 norm is the definition of sparsity and
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means the number of nonzero elements，which will
make the sparse model constructed with L0 norm be
nonconvex. L1 norm is a convex function closest to
the L0 norm， which can make the constructed
sparse model be convex，but will underestimate the
amplitude of feature signal. MC penalty［14］ is a non⁃
convex function， which is between L0 and L1
norms. By setting appropriate parameters， the
sparse model constructed with MC penalty can be
convex，thus making it convenient to solve the mod⁃
el with the convex optimization method. This kind
of nonconvex penalty provides a possible way to re⁃
alize signal noise reduction and feature reconstruc⁃
tion simultaneously.

2 Sparsity⁃Assisted Intelligent Con⁃

dition Monitoring Method

Motivated by the construction idea of MC pen⁃
alty，this section proposes a kind of nonconvex pen⁃
alty construction method， and builds a convex
sparse model based on such nonconvex penalty. Ac⁃
cordingly，an intelligent condition monitoring meth⁃
od based on sparsity-assisted deep convolution varia⁃
tional autoencoders network is proposed in this seci⁃
ton.

2. 1 Nonconvex penalty construction based on

Moreau envelope

Through analyzing the definition of MC penal⁃
ty， the relationship among MC function，Huber
function and Moreau envelope is firstly studied in
this section. Then a nonconvex penalty construction
method based on generalized Moreau envelope is
proposed.

Supposing that ϕ：R→ R， s：R→ R and f：

RN → R，we show the definition of three functions

in Eqs.（3）—（6）.
The MC penalty in scalar form can be defined

as

ϕ ( x )=
ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

|| x - 1
2 x

2 || x ≤ 1

1
2 || x > 1

(3)

The definition of Huber function in scalar form
is described as

s ( x )=
ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

1
2 x

2 || x ≤ 1

|| x - 1
2 || x > 1

(4)

It can be also written as another form

s ( x )= min
v∈ R {| v |+ 1

2 (x- v) 2} (5)

The Moreau envelope is defined as

f M ( x )= inf
v∈ RN{f ( v )+ 1

2  x- v
2

2} (6)

Based on the above definition formula，it can
be found that the three functions have the following
relationships.

（1） Huber function is a special case of the
Moreau function when f ( v )=  ⋅ 1

.

（2）MC penalty can be constructed with the
Huber function

ϕ ( x )= | x |- s ( x ) (7)
Inspired by this relationship，the scalar MC can

be extended to multivariate form，thus forming a
nonconvex penalty construction strategy based on
generalized Moreau envelope.

Suppose Γ 0 (RN ) denotes the set of proper
lower semi-continuous convex functions RN → R ∪
{+ ∞}，f MB ：RN → R and B∈ RM × N. The general⁃
ized Moreau envelope is defined as

f MB ( x )= inf
v∈ RN{f ( v )+ 1

2  B ( )x- v
2

2} (8)

If f ( v )=  ⋅ 1
，we have the generalized Hu⁃

ber function，shown as

SB ( x )= min
v∈ RN { v 1

+ 1
2  B ( x- v ) 2

2} (9)

Accordingly，the generalized MC（GMC）pen⁃
alty can be deduced as

ψB ( x )=  x 1
- SB ( x ) (10)

Fig.1 Relationship among MC， x 0 and  x 1
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2. 2 Enhanced sparsity⁃assisted fault diagnosis

（ESAFD）convex model

Assuming that feature signal is sparse in the
transform domain A，an enhanced sparsity-assisted
fault diagnosis model can be constructed by combin⁃
ing proposed GMC penalty and data fidelity term，

shown as

FB (x) = min
x ∈ RN

1
2  y- Ax

2

2
+ λψB ( x ) (11)

If

BT B-≺
1
λ
ATA (12)

then FB ( x ) is a convex function.
Proof: Write FB ( x ) as

FB ( x )=
1
2  y- Ax

2

2
+ λ x 1

-

λ min
v∈ RN { v 1

+ 1
2  B ( x- v ) 2

2}=
max
v∈ RN {12  y- Ax

2

2
+ λ x 1

-

λ v 1
- λ
2  B ( x- v ) 2

2}=
max
v∈ RN {12 xT ( ATA- λBT B ) x+

λ x 1
+ g ( x,v )}=

1
2 x

T ( ATA- λBT B ) x+

λ x 1
+ max

v∈ RN
g ( x,v ) (13)

where g ( x，v ) is affine in x，which is convex. Since
L1 norm is convex，the objective function FB ( x ) is
convex if ATA- λBT B is positive semidefinite，
which is equivalent to Eq.（12）.

The design of parameter B determines not only
the convexity of the model，but also the way of
GMC implementing regularizations. In order to de⁃
sign a better B，we can incorporate the physical pri⁃
or of the processed signal into the design procedure.
Since the objective function of the proposed model
is convex，which is a saddle-point problem，accord⁃
ing to the convex optimization theory，the forward-

backward splitting algorithm can be used to obtain
the optimum solution.

2. 3 Sparsity⁃assisted deep convolutional varia⁃

tional autoencoders network monitoring

model

It is a semi-supervised learning task to learn the
discriminant model based on the health state data
and to detect the fault state. In terms of the task re⁃
quirement，variational autoencoders show a good
application potential for its strong compression and
signal reconstruction property.

A deep convolutional variational autoencoders
network is constructed in this paper by combining
the structure of deep convolutional neural network
and variational autoencoders. The model contains
two sub-modules，named encoder fθ ( μ，σ |x ) and
decoder gϕ (x | z)，where x denotes input data and z
denotes compressed code. It is supposed that all
variables zi are independent distributed as normal
distribution with the mean of μi and the variance of
σi. In the updating procedure，the model learns to
establish an effective mapping gϕ ( x̄ | fθ ( μ，σ |x ) ) be⁃
tween the original signal x and the reconstructed sig⁃
nal x̄. The mean square error loss function  x- x̄

2

2

is used to guide the reconstruction process. It is also
assumed that each variable zi has a standard normal
prior distribution p ( zi |x )~N ( 0，1). The Kullback-

Leibler（KL） divergence between the conditional
posterior distribution and the prior distribution is
used as a loss function to constrain their similarities.
The loss function of whole model can be expressed
as

L=  x- x̄
2

2
+ ω∑

j= 1

d

( μ2j + σ 2j - log σ 2j - 1 ) (14)

where d represents the dimension of compressed
code，and ω is introduced to adjust the weight be⁃
tween reconstruction error and distribution con⁃
straint.

The encoders contain five layers of convolution⁃
al blocks with channel size of 32，64，128，256，
and 512，respectively. Each block represents a com⁃
bination of 2D-convolutional layer，batch normaliza⁃
tion layer and leaky ReLU layer. After obtaining the
latent codes of each μi and σi from the encoders，the
resampling process is implemented by sampling
each zi from a normal distribution with the parame⁃
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ters of μi and σi. The decoders have the similar struc⁃
ture of encoders with the convolutional layer re⁃
placed by transposed convolutional layer and ar⁃
ranged in reverse order.

Combining the denoised feature signal of ES⁃
AFD and deep convolution variational autoencoders
network，a sparsity-assisted intelligent monitoring
method is proposed in this paper. Its algorithm dia⁃
gram is shown in Fig. 2. Firstly，the denoised fea⁃
ture signal is extracted from original signal by the
ESAFD method，and then the denoised signal is
used as the input to train the deep convolution varia⁃
tional autoencoders network. The reconstruction er⁃
ror of variational autoencoders is utilized as the bear⁃
ing condition monitoring index. If the reconstruction
error is above the threshold value，the tested signal
is different from the trained model corresponding to
health status，meaning the abnormal status of the
tested bearing occurs. Then the early warning is acti⁃
vated timely， thus achieving intelligent identifica⁃
tion of fault state.

3 Experiment Verification

In this section，we verify the proposed method

using an aero-engine bearing run-to-failure experi⁃
ment. The test rig consists of several parts，such as
mechanical system，drive and lubrication system，

loading system，and electrical control system，as
shown in Fig.3. The load system applies 11 kN radi⁃
al load and 2 kN axial load to the test bearing，re⁃
spectively. Vibration signals are collected by two ac⁃
celerometers mounted in the horizontal and vertical
directions of the bearing seat，with a sampling fre⁃
quency of 20 kHz.

The test bearing is an H7018C angular contact
ball bearing，with a pitch diameter of 117 mm，ball
number of 27，ball diameter of 11.12 mm and a con⁃
tact angle of 15° . The rotating speed is about
6 000 r/min. After about 156.3 working hours，the
vibration signal of the bearing increases sharply and
obvious periodic impact appears. Then we stop the
test rig，and find a spall on the inner race with an ar⁃
ea of 3 mm2，shown in Fig.4. According to parame⁃

ters of bearing and rotating speed，the ball passing
frequency through inner raceway is about 1 475 Hz.

Fig.2 Sparsity-assisted intelligent monitoring model for
aero-engine main shaft bearing

Fig.3 Bearing test rig

Fig.4 Spall on the bearing inner race
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3. 1 Verificatin 1：ESAFD for weak feature ex⁃

traction

We verify the performance by comparing pro⁃
posed ESAFD method with L1-based SAFD meth⁃
od. Both methods are applied to analyze the bearing
vibration signal in the weak fault stage of the experi⁃
ment，shown in Fig. 5. In this experiment，we set
the TQWT［15］ parameters to Q= 1，r= 5，J= 10.
The parameter λ of L1-based SAFD method is cho⁃
sen to preserve 2% of the sparse coefficients to ex⁃
tract a significant fault impact characteristic. In order
to better compare the performance，we set λ of ES⁃
AFD as the same value. For display convenience，
the 100 Hz rotating speed is recorded as f r，and the
1 475 Hz characteristic frequency is recorded as f.

The results of ESAFD and L1-based SAFD
are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7，respectively. The
comparison results of denoised signal show that the
amplitude of the fault feature signal extracted by
L1-based SAFD method is small，while the ES⁃
AFD method extracts the bearing fault signal with
high amplitude when reducing noise. The zoomed-

in comparison results show that the ESAFD meth⁃
od can effectively extract the group sparse structure
of transients，due to the periodic change of the load
applying to bearing inner race. The comparison re⁃
sults of square envelope spectrum show that the
ESAFD method is superior to the L1-based SAFD
method，which can significantly extract the rotating
frequency，characteristic frequency of bearing fault

（1 475 Hz）and its double and triple frequency com⁃
ponent，thus realizing the effective identification of
bearing inner-race fault. Therefore，compared with

Fig.5 Original signal and its spectrum

Fig.6 Denoised result by ESAFD method

Fig.7 Denoised result by L1-based SAFD
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L1-based SAFD method， the proposed ESAFD
method can give better consideration to both noise
reduction and feature reconstruction， showing a
stronger ability of extracting weak features.

3. 2 Verificatin 2：Sparsity⁃assisted intelligent

monitoring method for fault status identifi⁃

cation

The performance verification of the intelligent
monitoring model is carried out using the aero-en⁃
gine bearing run-to-failure experiment. The curve of
root-mean-square（RMS）value in the run-to-failure
experiment is shown in Fig. 8. It is found that the
RMS index jumps slightly at about 139.8 h，corre⁃
sponding to the bearing initial fault. At about
147.6 h，the RMS index jumps with a larger value，
meaning the extension stage of bearing fault. At
about 156.3 h，the test ends. In order to verify the
performance of intelligent identification for bearing
status，the data of the former 72 h are selected as
the training set，and the data after 72 h are selected
as the test set. We use 139.8 h as threshold value to
divide the test samples into two groups，i. e. the
sample collected before 139.8 h belongs to bearing
healthy state，while the others correspond to bear⁃
ing failure state.

During the implementation of the algorithm，

the data are firstly processed by the ESAFD model
to obtain the denoised signal. In order to better com⁃
pare results，the spectrum of original signal and de⁃
noised signal are taken as the input of the autoencod⁃
ers respectively. After 200 training iterations，the re⁃
construction error of the deep convolutional varia⁃
tional autoencoders is used as the monitoring index.
The probability density function（PDF） curves of
the reconstruction error based on the original signal
and denoised signal are shown in Fig. 9. It can be
seen that the intelligent monitoring method based on
denoised signal behaves better，i. e. the distribution

of health test set matchs the normal training set，
while the PDF of fault test set is different from the
traning set，meaning the monitoring accuracy of the
denoised signal outperforms the original signal. The
denoised signals of the ESAFD method can signifi⁃
cantly strengthen the fault feature information，and
distinguish the distribution of health state data from
abonormal state data under the reconstruction error
index，which helps achieve the precise identification
of bearing fault status.

In order to compare the performance of anoma⁃
ly monitoring，the 98%，99% and 100% quantiles
of reconstruction error based on the training sample
are selected as the anomaly threshold. Samples with
reconstruction error higher than the threshold will
be judged as abnormal state. Model accuracy
（Acc），health detection rate（HDR），fault detec⁃
tion rate（FDR）and false alarm rate（FAR）are se⁃
lected to quantitatively evaluate the performance. In

Fig.8 RMS of the vibration in the run-to-failure experiment

Fig.9 PDF for reconstruction signal of deep convolutional
variational autoencoders
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this paper，true positive NTP can be defined as the
number of health samples identified as healthy state.
Similarly，the definitions of true negative NTN，false
positive NFP and false negative NFN can be obtained.
The calculation formulas of several indexes are as
follows

Acc= NTP + NTN

NTP + NTN + NFP + NFN
(15)

HDR= NTP

NTP + NFN
(16)

FDR= NTN

NTP + NFP
(17)

FAR= NFN

NTN + NFN
(18)

Comparison results in Table 1 are obatined by
10 randomized repeat experiments on deep convolu⁃
tional variational autoencoders. It can be seen that
compared with original signal-based method， the
sparsity-assisted intelligent monitoring model makes
significant improvement in Acc，HDR，FDR and
FAR. The average improvements of these four indi⁃
cators are 5.6%，2.3%，20.3% and 7.3%，respec⁃
tively. It is proved that the proposed intelligent mon⁃
itoring method can identify anomaly state sensitively
and stably，which effectively support the intelligent
identification of aero-engine bearing weak fault state.

4 Conclusions

Aimed at achieving the intelligent monitoring
of aero-engine main shaft bearing，this paper incor⁃
porates sparse denoising into the training procedure
of deep learning to propose a new intelligent cond⁃
tion monitoring method. The conclusions are drawn
as follows：

（1）This paper establishes an enhanced sparsi⁃
ty-assisted fault diangois convex model based on
constructed nonconvex penalty and convexity condi⁃
ton. The main advantage of ESAFD is that it can
preserve the amplitude of bearing signal while reduc⁃
ing noise，showing a good ability of extracting weak
features from strong noisy signal.

（2）An intelligent condition monitoring meth⁃
od based on sparsity-assisted deep convolutional
variational autoencoders network is proposed in this
paper. The main advantage of the proposed method
is that it makes fully use of sparse denoised feature
signal and obtains a sensitive and stable training
model，thus realizing accurate identification of ab⁃
normal state.

（3）The effectiveness and feasibility of the pro⁃
posed method is verified through aero-engine bear⁃
ing run-to-failure experiment. It is proved that the
proposed method is good at abnormal pattern recog⁃
nition，showing a good potential for weak fault intel⁃
ligent diagnosis of aero-engine main shaft bearings.
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稀疏驱动的航空发动机主轴承智能监测研究

丁宝庆 1，武靖耀 1，孙 闯 1，王诗彬 1，陈雪峰 1，李应红 1，2

（1.西安交通大学机械制造系统工程国家重点实验室，西安 710049，中国；

2.空军工程大学等离子体动力学重点实验室，西安 710038，中国）

摘要：微弱特征提取是航空发动机健康监测与智能诊断的关键技术之一。本文针对航空发动机主轴承微弱故障

智能监测难题，基于信号先验提出增强稀疏驱动的智能监测方法。通过分析经典凸稀疏诊断模型难以兼顾信号

降噪与特征重构性能的缺陷，构建基于莫罗包络理论的非凸正则凸优化增强稀疏模型，以实现微弱特征提取；进

而提出稀疏驱动的深度卷积变分自编码网络智能监测方法，通过对健康状态稀疏降噪样本的训练实现对故障异

常状态的智能识别。通过航空发动机主轴承疲劳寿命试验的工程案例对提出方法进行性能验证，结果表明：增

强稀疏驱动的智能监测方法具有良好的异常状态智能识别能力，能够有效支撑航空发动主轴承微弱故障的智能

监测与诊断。

关键词：航空发动机主轴承；智能监测；特征提取；稀疏模型；变分自编码；深度学习
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